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Jeremiah 48:32·· With more than the weeping for Jazer I shall weep for you, 
O vine of Sibmah.  Your own flourishing shoots have crossed over 
the sea.  To the sea, to Jazer, they have reached.  Upon your 
summer fruitage and upon your grape gathering the despoiler 
himself has fallen. 

[11] - References: 

· Then Moses sent some to spy on Jazer.  So they captured its 
dependent towns and dispossessed the Amorites who were 
there. (Numbers 21:32) 

· And Atroth-shophan and Jazer and Jogbehah. (Numbers 32:35) 

· Heshbon and its pasture ground, Jazer and its pasture ground, all 
the cities being four. (Joshua 21:39) 

· And Nebo and Baal-meon, their names being changed, and 
Sibmah, and they began to call by their own names the names of 
the cities that they built. (Numbers 32:38) 

· And Kiriathaim and Sibmah and Zereth-shahar in the mountain of 
the low plain. (Joshua 13:19) 

· Because the terraces themselves of Heshbon have withered.  The 
vine of Sibmah, the owners of the nations themselves have 
smitten down its bright-red branches.  As far as Jazer they had 
reached, they had wandered about in the wilderness.  Its own 
shoots had been left to luxuriate for themselves, they had gone 
over to the sea. (Isaiah 16:8) 

· And their territory came to be Jazer and all the cities of Gilead 
and half of the land of the sons of Ammon as far as Aroer, which 
is in front of Rabbah. (Joshua 13:25) 

· And as for me, here I am dwelling in Mizpah, in order to stand 
before the Chaldeans who will come to us.  And as for YOU 
yourselves, gather wine and summer fruits and oil and put them 
in YOUR vessels and dwell in YOUR cities that YOU have seized. 
(Jeremiah 40:10) 

· That is why I shall weep with the weeping of Jazer over the vine 
of Sibmah.  With my tears I shall drench you, O Heshbon and 
Elealeh, because shouting even over your summer and over your 
harvest has fallen down. (Isaiah 16:9) 
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· And the despoiler will come in on every city, and there will be no 
city that can make its escape.  And the low plain will certainly 
perish and the level land be annihilated, a thing that Yehowah 
has said. (Jeremiah 48:8) 

· It has set my vine as an object of astonishment, and my fig tree 
as a stump.  It has positively stripped it bare and thrown it away.  
The twigs of it have become white. (Joel 1:7) 

 


